
 

Delphi's listbox has a standard layout for holding items. A listbox is usually full width in the form and each item is a bit wider
than the previous one. This technique forces a fixed width to the listbox and only the items can be displayed one by one without
some kind of vertical scrolling. When the number of items is big and more space is needed for displaying them, vertical
scrolling is more efficient than horizontal scrolling. However, horizontal scrolling is often desired and the listbox does not offer
any solution for this. The THintListBox component is designed to let developers overcome the problem. When THintListBox is
placed inside a listbox and the number of items is larger than the listbox width, only the first item can be displayed without
scrolling. When the mouse hovers on the listbox, the listbox width expands automatically so that the rest of items can be
displayed too. THintListBox can be also used to display an item's description with the help of a tooltip that appears when the
mouse hovers on the item. THintListBox also allows developers to show the item's description above or below the listbox. The
component is not bound to a particular listbox style. Therefore, it can be used in any Windows application or Delphi project that
can display long items. ThintListBox brings developers the following features: * Automatic expansion of listbox width when the
number of items is bigger than the listbox width * Full support for Delphi 7 and most versions of RAD Studio * Full support for
all Windows OS starting with Windows XP * Full listbox item support starting with Delphi 7 * Full documentation with tutorials
and examples * Full source codes * Free updates for a full version cycle or a maximum of two years * Free component delivery
and updates to you * Cross-platform support Current version 1.2.4: Updated the documentation in English and Portuguese
Updated the Delphi 7 Embarcadero C++Builder 7 compiler to 7.0.5 Added THintListBox property (show above, below, above
with checkbox) Show below, above or above with checkbox property allows developers to show the item's description above,
below or both above and below the listbox. Only the items within the listbox are shown. Can be added as a property to any
component that has a listbox Works on Delphi 2007 and later 70238732e0 netzwerk a2 intensivtrainer pdf 25
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Office Password Recovery Magic is the safe alternative to risky cracking methods. Our solution is the only way to retrieve
passwords for Excel, Word, PPT and Access files. The file type and the corresponding Office version are automatically
detected and so is the encryption algorithm used for password-protecting the file. CRC: The Video Editor Course is designed to
provide you with a toolbox of techniques and tricks that can be used in various video editing situations. The course includes
videos and screencasts covering the features and functions of the Video Editor software. In addition to the methods used to
apply effects and fine-tune video and audio settings, the course includes essential techniques for using the software to cut video
clips, apply and combine transitions, titles, logos, and credits. More important, the course covers a range of techniques for
cutting footage, from basic to advanced edits. It includes a complete course in video editing; you learn the basic tools and
techniques; how to combine video clips; and how to trim video clips and assemble media into longer video segments. Once
you've studied the basic tools, you'll learn to use them efficiently to achieve more creative effects. You'll see how to use the
workflow tools to edit faster and with more ease. You'll be inspired by the multitude of ways to integrate titles and credits into
your clips, and learn how to leverage some simple color corrections to create compelling video effects. And finally, you'll learn
how to edit video for the web. Whether you want to embed a clip into a website, or use the web for post-production 
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